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First-order phase transition in UO2: 235U and 17O NMR study
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A nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! study is reported for a 5f -cooperative Jahn-Teller~JT! system with
antiferromagnetic ordering, UO2, where we have performed magnetic actinide (235U) as well as nonmagnetic
ligand (17O) NMR studies in a 5f -electron system. The observed235U hyperfine interaction is consistent with
an axially symmetric 5f -wave-function character for U41 below a first-order transition temperatureTN

530.8 K. Thus, the orbital degeneracy in the cubic crystalline field is lifted by a magnetic ordering combined
with a JT distortion. On the other hand, modulation phenomena in the17O spin-echo decay provide evidence
of a lattice distortion just belowTN , which gives rise to an axially symmetric electric-field gradient at the
oxygen sites. These results indicate that, in a cooperative JT transition which occurs as a result of coupling
between 5f quadrupoles and lattice distortion, the behavior of the 5f quadrupoles can be investigated using
uranium NMR, while the lattice distortion can be studied with the nonmagnetic ligand NMR. Among magnetic
structures and JT distortions, proposed on the basis of neutron scattering experiments and theoretical work, the
noncollinear 3k-type structure is the most likely, because either the 1k or 2k would cause an orthorhombic
distortion. With respect to low-energy spin-wave excitations, nuclear spin-lattice relaxation ratesT1

21 at both
sites show aT7 behavior belowTN , which suggests the presence of gapless excitations due to strong magnon-
phonon coupling.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.104404 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

In magnetic compounds, orbital degeneracy in a hig
symmetric crystalline field can become the driving force
generate a phase transition, often with anomalous magn
behaviors. A well-known example is the so-called coope
tive Jahn-Teller~JT! transition in which lattice distortions lift
the orbital degeneracy at low temperatures and then an a
ment of orbital moments is realized. In the case off-electron
systems with strong spin-orbit couplings, we often treat it
the ordering off quadrupoles, which can occur without la
tice distortion if an effective quadrupole-quadrupole inter
tion arises from exchange-type interactions through cond
tion electrons.

Recently, studies with respect to quadrupole degree
freedom have been carried out not only for well-localiz
4 f -electron systems but also for uranium intermetallic co
pounds in which the 5f electrons can show more itinera
character. This may be a key point for understanding ano
lous magnetic states as typified by the antiferromagn
~AFM! ordering with a tiny moment,;0.02mB , observed in
UPd3 ~Ref. 1! and URu2Si2 ~Ref. 2!. In order to discuss thes
exotic microscopic properties found in uranium intermeta
compounds, we need to know the typical local properties
U41 (5 f 2) or U31 (5 f 3) ions under the crystalline field in
0163-1829/2001/63~10!/104404~11!/$15.00 63 1044
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more detail. As the first step, we have performed235U and
17O NMR studies in uranium dioxide, UO2, which one can
regard as a well-localized 5f 2-electron system.

Uranium dioxide is an ionically bounded semiconduc
with U41 ions (3H4). The crystal structure of UO2 is the
face-centered-cubic fluorite structure. In the presence o
cubic crystalline field, the ninefold degeneracy of the3H4
state is reduced to tripletG5 andG4 states, a doubletG3, and
a singletG1. Rahman and Runciman predicted theG5 ground
triplet separated by 170 meV from a first excitedG3 doublet,
diagonalizing the complete Hamiltonian for UO2 including
Coulomb, spin-orbit, and crystal-field terms.3 In fact, pulsed
neutron experiments observe such an excitation at 150 m4

The degeneracy of a ground state with an even numbe
electrons per magnetic ion can be lifted by magnetic or q
drupolar ordering at low temperatures. Of this, uranium
oxide is a striking example with a single first-order magne
transition, suggesting that the exchange interactions and
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions via phonons are com
rable in size.8

From the Curie-Weiss behavior of the magnetic susce
bility, the effective moment is estimated to be about 3.0mB ,
which is somewhat larger than that of theG5 ground state,
2.83mB , but smaller than that of the3H4 state, 3.58mB .
Uranium dioxide shows a type-I AFM structure with~001!
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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ferromagnetic planes5 belowTN530.860.3 K. In a multido-
main crystal, the directions of moments cannot be de
mined by neutron diffraction. However, as a result of a d
tailed analysis, Faber and Lander proposed a noncollineak
structure where moments occupy all four^110& directions
within an ~001! plane@Fig. 1~a!#.6 They also found a smal
shift (0.014 Å) of the oxygen atoms from their equilibriu
position with no change in the unit cell dimensions. T
magnetic excitations in the AFM state were measured
Cowley and Dolling, who identified the first example of a
interaction between magnons and phonons.7 Recent inelastic
neutron scattering experiments have confirmed the res
obtained by Cowley and Dolling, and furthermore observe
dispersive inelastic response between 3 and 10 meV eve
the paramagnetic state aboveTN , suggesting the presence
a 1k rather than multi-k dynamical JT distortions.9

The theory of UO2 by Allen gives a satisfactory explana
tion of the first-order phase transition through the spin-latt
interaction.8 The physical mechanism for the quadrupo
coupling is a modification of the crystalline field acting o
the 5f electrons by the motion of surrounding O22 ions.
Allen’s model, however, assumed a 1k structure, whereas in
the model of Faber and Lander the 2k structure in Fig. 1~a!
was proposed. Furthermore, as a result of more car
analysis10,11 or neutron scattering experiments under a m
netic field,12 the 3k structure with the 3k crystallographic
distortion was also proposed as seen in Fig. 1~b!. On the
other hand, experimental NMR studies of actinide sites h
never been reported in solids, because the235U nucleus has
the extraordinarily small nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of 0.7
MHz/T and a poor natural abundance of 0.72%. It is the
fore very difficult to detect235U NMR signals in a sample
prepared using natural uranium under an applied magn
field of about 10 T. In addition, the actinide nuclear rela
ation timesT1 andT2 are usually too short in magnetic com
pounds because of the extremely large orbital hyperfine fi

FIG. 1. The~001! projection of the fluorite structure to displa
the 2k and 3k structures which are possible in UO2 ~Ref. 10!. In the
2k structure the displacements are along^010&, whereas in the 3k
structure they occur alonĝ111&; dashed and solid arrows are fo
down and up displacements. In a 2k structure the magnetic mo
ments lie alonĝ 110& whereas in a 3k structure they are along
^111&.
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and the small characteristic energy scale. Recently, we h
observed171Yb NMR signals in the Kondo semiconducto
YbB12,13 but only at temperatures much lower than the e
ergy gap. So we have performed the235U NMR at T!TN ,
since we can expect a moderately long relaxation time du
the spin-wave gap in the AFM state. In this study, we ha
performed zero-field NMR experiments to utilize the lar
hyperfine field from the U41 ions in a magnetically ordered
state. Further, we have prepared 93%235U-enriched samples
As a result, we succeeded in observing235U NMR signals at
zero applied field, of which papers have already been p
lished in Refs. 14 and 15. In Sec. IV A, we discuss the235U
hyperfine interaction in more detail. Another important res
is the observation of an axially symmetric electric-field gr
dient ~EFG! at oxygen sites belowTN via 17O spin-echo
modulation caused by the quadrupole splitting. This lead
the conclusion that the 3k structure is the most likely of
magnetic structures proposed on the basis of the neu
scattering experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We prepared two 93%235U-enriched samples of UO2.
One (UO2 No. 1! was made by heating uranium oxide
1273 K under an atmosphere of hydrogen. Another sam
(UO2 No. 2! was made by oxidizing235U-metal powder
which had been pulverized into small particles by heatin
purified 235U-metal ingot at 673 K under an atmosphere
hydrogen. The x-ray diffraction patterns of both samp
were well indexed by the cubic fluorite structure with a la
tice constant ofa55.47 Å, but the peak near the phase tra
sition ~30.5 K! in the magnetic susceptibility of UO2 No. 2 is
clearer than that of UO2 No. 1, and the Curie term of UO2
No. 2 at low temperatures, which could be attributed to lo
moments of impurities, is almost unobservable. Bo
samples were pressed into 7-mm-diam pellets and sint
under an atmosphere of hydrogen, because of the better
ing factor resulting in a better S/N ratio for NMR signals a
shorter pulses for the available power. An17O enriched
sample of UO2 was prepared by a similar method to that
UO2 No. 2. This powdered sample was sealed in a qua
tube of diameter 8 mm.

The NMR experiments were carried out using a conv
tional pulsed phase-coherent spectrometer. In NMR m
surements at zero field, a pulsed, phase-incoherent spect
eter was also used to simplify experimental conditions. T
high-speed averaging function of a digital storage scope
utilized for measurements of nuclear spin-lattice relaxat
rates. The17O ~nuclear spinI 55/2) NMR spectra, obtained
by sweeping a magnetic field at a constant frequencyn0,
were measured by recording the output of a boxcar integ
tor. Magnetic fields were applied using a superconduct
solenoid with a maximum field of 12 T. We obtained th
NMR shift K from the following relation:

K5
H02H res

H res
3100%, ~1!
4-2
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FIRST-ORDER PHASE TRANSITION IN UO2 : 235U . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 104404
whereH05n0 /gN , andH res is the field evaluated from the
peak position of the spectrum. For the17O NMR, 17gN
55.772 MHz/T andn0562.1 MHz.

The search for235U (I 57/2) resonance signals was pe
formed using UO2 No. 1 sample at zero field and below 4
K. Since the hyperfine field at the U sites is estimated
270620 T from the Mössbauer experiments,16,17we concen-
trated our search on frequencies between 150 and 250 M
The 235U NMR spectrum was obtained by measuring t
intensities of spin-echo signals averaged by the digital s
age scope at each frequency.

The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rateT1
21 was measured

by the standard saturation recovery technique. A single s
ration pulse is applied at timet before a spin-echo sequenc
and the recovery of nuclear magnetization is obtained
changingt. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate is det
mined by fitting recovery curves, for17O NMR in the ab-
sence of quadrupole splitting, to a single exponential fu
tion,

M ~`!2M ~ t !

M ~`!
5M0 expS 2

t

T1
D , ~2!

and for 235U NMR, to the following function for the mag-
netic relaxation process:

M ~`!2M ~ t !

M ~`!
5M0FA expS 2

t

T1
D1B expS 2

6t

T1
D

1C expS 2
15t

T1
D1D expS 2

28t

T1
D G . ~3!

HereM (t) andM (`) are the nuclear magnetization at tim
t after the saturation pulse and at thermal equilibrium,
spectively. In Eq.~3!, A, B, C, D, andM0 are equal to 1/84,
3/44, 75/364, 1225/1716, and 1, respectively, if the init
condition is such that the central transition (I 51/2↔21/2)
is completely saturated and populations of the other s
levels are unaffected. The recovery curve could be fit
more accurately for the UO2 No. 2 sample than the UO2 No.
1 sample, although no substantial difference of spectra
observed between these samples. The recovery curve in
UO2 No. 1 sample might be affected by a relaxation proc
due to the local magnetic impurities which show a Cu
term at low temperatures in the magnetic suceptibility.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. 235U NMR

Seven235U (I 57/2) resonance lines have been observ
in UO2 at 1.5 K and zero field.13 The 235U spin-echo spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 2. As far as we know, this is the fir
NMR observation for magnetic actinide ions. The hyperfi
field at the U sites is evaluated as 252.360.5 T, which
agrees with that obtained from the238U Mössbauer experi-
ments within their experimental errors.16,17 The extremely
large hyperfine field is considered to be the orbital field d
to 5f electrons of the3H4 state. The most striking feature
that the electric quadrupole interaction at the235U sites is
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clearly observed, although it was not observed in the238U
Mössbauer spectrum because of the inherently poor res
tion. In rare earth and actinide ions an electric quadrup
interaction normally exists even at a site of cubic symme
if magnetic ordering is present, because the spatial alignm
of the magnetic moments also implies that of the orb
angular momentum, resulting in an axially symmetric cha
distribution around the nucleus. Almost equal separation
the resonance frequencies, 1460.4 MHz, indicates an axi-
ally symmetric EFG at the235U sites. Thus, we obtain the
electric quadrupole interaction as follows:

Ue2qQ

h
~3 cos2u21!U5392611 MHz, ~4!

whereeq is the maximum principal component of the EF
tensor evaluated at the nucleus,Q is the nuclear quadrupole
moment, andu is the angle between the principal axis of th
maximum EFG tensor and the direction of the hyperfi
field. The analyses of the magnetic hyperfine field and
electric quadrupole interaction produced byf electrons will
be performed in Sec. IV A, showing that the observed qu
rupole interaction is of the same order as the hyperfine s
ting produced by theG5 ground state of U41.

We have measured theT dependence of the magnetic h
perfine fieldHhf and the quadrupole splitting in the AFM
state of UO2. The signals cannot be observed above 14
because of too short relaxation time. Below 14 K there
little variation in the magnetic hyperfine field or the quadr
pole splitting. This indicates no change in the distribution
5 f electrons around the nucleus at low temperatures, an
consistent with a similar finding by neutron scattering for t
ordered moment.

Figure 3 shows theT dependence of the235U nuclear
spin-lattice relaxation rate235(T1

21), which exhibitsT7-like
rather than activated behavior. The spin wave excitation
UO2 will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

FIG. 2. 235U spin-echo spectrum in the AFM state of UO2 at
1.5 K.
4-3
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B. 17O NMR

The 17O(I 55/2) NMR spectrum in the paramagnet
state, obtained from spin-echo signals with a pulse condi
of 4.2 ms–t –8.4ms at 300 K and 61.6 MHz, is shown in th
inset of Fig. 4~a!. The symmetric spectrum with a full width
at half maximum~FWHM! of 331023 T indicates no quad-
rupole splitting and no anisotropy of the NMR shift, whic
can be understood from the cubic point symmetry at the17O
sites. Figure 4~a! presents theT dependence of the NMR
shift. The weakT dependence of the NMR shift suggests th
the transferred hyperfine field is rather small. In theK vs x
analysis, the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant17Aiso is
estimated to be about 1023 T/mB . This means that overlap
with the 5f wave functions is of secondary importance. O
the other hand, in the paramagnetic state, the nuclear s
lattice relaxation rateT1

21 rapidly increases asT decreases
towards TN as seen in Fig. 4~b!. This behavior stands in
marked contrast with theT-independent NMR shift, which
reflects local uniform susceptibilityx(q50,v50) at the
oxygen sites. Using the Fourier componentsAq of the trans-
verse hyperfine coupling constant and the imaginary par
the transverse dynamical susceptibilityx9(q,v), we can
generally express the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate18

1

T1
5

2kBTgN
2

mB
2 (

q
uAqu2x9~q,vN!, ~5!

where kB and vN are Boltzmann’s constant and the NM
frequency, respectively. Assuming that the hyperfine field
the oxygen sites is dominated by an isotropic transfer
hyperfine field fromf moments at the uranium sites rath
than an on-site hyperfine field, the Fourier compon
u17Aqu2 can be calculated to be

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (1/T1) in the AFM state.
The solid and open circles represent the relaxation rates forw35U
and 17O nuclei, respectively.
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u17Aqu25u17Aq50u2u17f ~q!u2, ~6!

where

u17Aq50u5u17Aisou;1023 T/mB ,

u17f ~q!u25cos2~qxa/2!cos2~qya/2!cos2~qza/2!

1sin2~qxa/4!sin2~qya/4!sin2~qza/4!. ~7!

In Eq. ~6!, the f (q) is the hyperfine form factor. The impor
tant point is that the form factor at the oxygen sites is c
celed just at an AFM wave vectorQ5(2p/a)(0,0,1). In the
same way, we confirm that the form factor due to dipo
field is also zero just atQ. According to the inelastic neutron
scattering experiments, a large quasielastic response hav
Lorentzian shape with spatial correlation lengthj55.5 Å at
31.7 K is observed aboveTN aroundQ.9,19 Although these
form factors are canceled out just atQ, the 17(T1

21) should
reflect the enhanced AFM components aroundQ within a

FIG. 4. ~a! Temperature dependence of the NMR shift at the17O
sites at 61.6 MHz in the paramagnetic state, which indicates a ra
small transferred hyperfine coupling constant. The inset shows
17O spin-echo spectrum in the paramagnetic state. It is meas
with the pulse condition of 4.2ms–t –8.4ms. ~b! Temperature de-
pendence of17(1/T1) at 62.1 MHz, which stands in sharp contra
with the constancy of the17O NMR shifts in the paramagnetic state
4-4
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range of 1/j rather thanq50 in the dynamical susceptibility
Considering that the dipolar field at the oxygen sites is t
orders of magnitude larger than the observed isotropic hy
fine field, the relaxation process via the dipolar field wou
be dominant in17(T1

21). Another possible interpretation fo
the behavior of17(T1

21) in the paramagnetic state is that th
17(T1

21) probes the character of the dynamical JT distort
aboveTN in a relaxation process due to EFG fluctuatio
~quadrupole relaxation! rather than magnetic hyperfine fluc
tuations~magnetic relaxation!. Quadrupole relaxation at th
17O sites, however, is usually not expected below the De
temperature,;200 K, because of the small17O nuclear
quadrupole moment of 2.631022 barns.

We also report interesting17O NMR results for the AFM
state. Spin-echo spectra broaden drastically belowTN and
depend strongly on the pulse conditions for echo formati
‘‘first pulse–t –second pulse,’’ wheret is the separation be
tween excitation rf pulses. In Fig. 5, spin-echo spectra un
the conditions 1.4ms–t –2.8ms are shown for several tim
intervals t at 28 K. As seen in Fig. 6, the anomaloust
dependence of the spin-echo spectra is attributable t
modulation in the spin-echo decay, for which the period
pends surprisingly on the resonance field. Thus, we can
measure an intrinsic spin-echo spectrum by sweeping
magnetic field unlesst is long enough so that the modulatio
effect is negligible. In fact, the spectrum att51000ms is
similar to a typical powder pattern spectrum in the AF
state for the sites for which the internal fieldH int is smaller
than the applied external fieldHext. In the powder pattern
spectrum, spin-echo signals at the extrema arise from s
with internal fields antiparallel and parallel to the extern
field, respectively. As a result, the linewidth corresponds
2H int and in the case ofHext@H int the spectrum will be
nearly symmetric with respect to a resonance field,H0
5n0 /gN . From the linewidth in Fig. 5~e!, the internal field

FIG. 5. 17O spin-echo spectrum in the AFM state of UO2 at 62.1
MHz for various time intervals betweenp/2 and p pulses. The
dotted line represents the position ofH05n0 /gN . The spectrum~e!
corresponds to the typical powder pattern spectrum in the A
state.
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Furthermore, an unexpected spectrum is also obtained
the same pulse condition, 4.2ms–t –8.4ms, as was used fo
the paramagnetic state@Fig. 7~b!#. Two resonance peaks, a

FIG. 6. 17O spin-echo decay curves:~a! at an edge on the lowe
field side in the spectrum of Fig. 5~e!, ~b! at the resonance field
H05n0 /gN , and~c! at the peak in Fig. 7~b!. The arrows in~a! and
~b! represent minima of spin-echo oscillations corresponding to
quadrupole splitting. Second-harmonic terms with half of that p
riod are also observed, even on the pulse condition
14 ms–t –28 ms or 18ms–t –36 ms. The asymmetric feature o
the modulation strongly depends on the pulse condition, but
period is not affected.
4-5
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most symmetrically split with respect toH0, are observed a
Hma

6 .
These somewhat surprising NMR results can be und

stood in terms of an axially symmetric EFG at the17O sites
in the AFM state as follows. The first-order quadrupole sp
ting a(u) can cause spin-echo modulation with a perio
2p/a. In general, we can express the spin-echo amplit
E(2t) for I 55/2 as20

E~2t!5c01c1cos@a~u!t1d1#1c2cos@2a~u!t1d2#

1c3cos@3a~u!t1d3#1c4cos@4a~u!t1d4#,

~8!

where

a~u!

2p
5u~3e2qQ!~3 cos2u21!/@4hI~2I 21!#u

5UnQ

2
~3 cos2u21!U. ~9!

The coefficientscj and d j are quite sensitive to excitatio
pulse conditions.u is the angle betweenHext and the princi-
pal axis of the EFG tensor (Z axis!. nQ is the electric quad-
rupole frequency parameter. As seen in Fig. 6, modula
periods at the edges of the spin-echo spectrum are just ha
that atH0; that is, the splittingsa(u) at the edges are jus
twice as large as that atH0. This means that the angleu is 0
and p/2 at the edges and atH0, respectively. SinceH int is
parallel and perpendicular toHext at the edges and atH0,
respectively, we conclude that the internal field at the oxyg
sites is parallel to theZ axis. In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, higher-
harmonic terms with periodp/a are also observed, attribute
to an excitation condition where the rf pulses excite multi
quadrupolar satellites as well as the central line.20 In this
case, the oscillatory behavior of the spin-echo decay cu
depends strongly on the pulse conditions, but the perio

FIG. 7. 17O spin-echo spectra with different pulse condition
The spectrum~b! is measured with the same pulse condition
4.2 ms–t –8.4ms used in the paramagnetic state.
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not affected. In fact, we confirm the constancy of the per
by measuring the spin-echo decay with different pulse c
ditions as seen in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. Furthermore, no spin-
echo modulation is observed for the two resonance peak
Hma

6 @Fig. 6~c!#. This indicates that signals atHma
6 are ob-

served at the ‘‘magic angle’’ condition with u
5cos21(1/A3)[a in which the first-order quadrupole split
ting vanishes. This magic angle condition is also suppor
by the result that separation betweenHma

6 andH0 is just 1/A3
times half width of the spectrum in Fig. 5~e!. The reason why
the characteristic spectrum with two peaks is observed o
near a pulse condition of 4.2ms–t –8.4ms can be also ex-
plained by the presence of the quadrupole splitting. The
fective rf field for the central transition (1/2↔21/2) split by
the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction is 3 times as la
as that for the NMR line in the absence of a quadrup
splitting.21 Since thep/2 pulse width tipping the magnetiza
tion is inversely proportional to the amplitude of rf field, th
p/2 pulse width for the central transition alone is 1/3 of th
for the NMR line in the absence of a quadrupole splittin
Such a characteristic spectrum is therefore obtained o
near the same pulse condition, 4.2ms–t –8.4ms, as used in
the paramagnetic state without a quadrupole splitting.

To study the NMR shift and the internal field belowTN ,
we can expressHma

6 as follows:

Hma
6 5

H06H intcosa

11Ka
5

H06
1

A3
H int

11Ka
, ~10!

where Ka5@H06(1/A3)H int2Hma
6 #/Hma

6 is defined as the
NMR shift at the anglea. This can also be rewritten as

Ka5H0 /@~Hma
2 1Hma

1 !/2#21, ~11!

which represents the shift of the central field fromH0. Using
Hma

6 , we have determined theKa over a range of tempera
turesT,TN . TheT dependence ofKa is shown in the inset
of Fig. 8. TheKa evidently represents a background chem
cal shift which appears when the transferred hyperfine c
plings from the uranium sites are removed. From the value
Ka and Hma

6 , we obtain theT dependence of the interna
field from Eq.~10! ~Fig. 8!.

On the assumption of an axially symmetric EFG tens
andH intiZ axis at the17O sites, the angleu can be written by

cosu5~H02H res!/H int , ~12!

where H res is the external field at which the resonance
observed. The solid curve in Fig. 9 represents the result
culated by substitutingH int50.659 T andnQ57.6 kHz at 28
K into Eqs.~9! and~12!. The presence of an axially symme
ric EFG at the oxygen sites is confirmed by the good agr
ment with the measured frequencies in Fig. 9. Here,nQ is
evaluated as twice the modulation frequency atH res5H0.
We also measured theT dependence ofnQ , which shows a
dramatic onset just belowTN ~Fig. 8!. In Sec. IV B, we will
discuss the magnetic structure and the Jahn-Teller distor
of UO2 on the basis of these results.
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In the AFM state, 17(1/T1) has been measured for th
peaks atHma

6 in Fig. 7~b!. In this case, we can fit nuclea
magnetization recovery curves to a single-exponential fu
tion @Eq. ~2!# because of the absence of quadrupole splitti
at the magic angle condition. TheT dependence of17(1/T1)
is shown in Fig. 3. It drops rapidly belowTN , showing a
T7-like behavior at low temperatures similar to the result
the 235U NMR.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the internal field and
nuclear quadrupole frequency at the17O sites in the AFM state. The
inset shows the temperature dependence ofKa .

FIG. 9. Field dependence of the modulation frequency in
spin-echo decay~solid circles!. The solid curve is calculated with
H int50.659 T andnQ57.6 kHz on the assumption that the mod
lation is caused by the quadrupole splitting due to the axially sy
metric EFG.
10440
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Hyperfine interaction on U4¿ ions

In 5f 2 with LS coupling one hasJ5L2S with L55, S
51 for 3H4 ground term. Within this manifold, the magnet
hyperfine interaction can be written asAJ(J•I ) with22

AJ5
2mBgN\

J~J11!
@^r l

23&~L•J!1^r s
23&~S•J!

1^r sC
23&j$L~L11!~S•J!23~L•J!~L•S!%#, ~13!

and then using Lande´ factor gJ we can write the orbital
(HJ

orb), spin (HJ
spin) and (HJ

sC) contributions to the hyper-
fine fields as follows:22

HJ
orb52mB^r l

23&~22gJ!, ~14!

HJ
spin52mB^r s

23&~gJ21!, ~15!

HJ
sC52mB^r sC

23&j$L~L11!~gJ21!23~22gJ!~L•S!%.
~16!

Here, ^r l
23&, ^r s

23&, and ^r sC
23& are spatial averages for th

orbital, spin, and spin-dipole hyperfine interactions, resp
tively, andj, a factor determined by the (L,S) term, is 1/135
for a U41 ion. Assuming^r l

23&5^r sC
23&5^r 23& and ^r s

23&
50 in the nonrelativistic theory, the hyperfine coupling co
stantAJ is given by 2mBgN\^r 23&^JiNiJ& where^JiNiJ&
is a factor which is independent of the magnetic quant
number within theJ manifold.

Using the measured hyperfine field, 253.260.5 T, and the
ordered magnetic moment, 1.7460.02mB ,6 we obtain
Ahf /gJ514562 T/mB whereJ54 andgJ54/5. For actinide
series, a relativistic correction of^r 23& is calculated by using
a relativistic equivalent of the Slater-modified Hartree-Fo
method.23 We thus calculated the hyperfine coupling co
stantsAJ /gJ for a free U41 ion on the basis of the nonrela
tivistic and relativistic theories. These results are summ
rized in Table I. We find that the nonrelativistic calculatio
gives comparable results with the values of^r 23& including
relativistic corrections but somewhat causes an overesti
tion of the hyperfine coupling constant. For the cor
polarization field, no theoretical calculation has been p
formed for actinide ions. Dunlap and Kalvius, however, ha
evaluated core-polarization fields from Mo¨ssbauer experi-
ments for some actinide ions, and concluded that this is m
substantial for actinides than rare earth series.25,26 Assuming
that the total density of unpaireds spins induced by 5f spin
polarization is constant per 5f electron for the entire actinide
series as in the case of transition metals, we can roug
estimate a value ofHcore for uranium ions as shown in Tabl
I. An important point is that core-polarization fields for a
tinide ions are positive unlike in the 3d or 4d transition
metals. It is therefore possible that the difference between
experimental value and the calculatedAJ /gJ term is attrib-
uted to core-polarization fields.

On the other hand, the nuclear quadrupole interaction p
duced by surrounding electrons depends strongly on the e

e

e

-
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TABLE I. Hyperfine coupling constants of a free uranium ion. In the nonrelativistic~NREL! estimation,
we use^r 23&57.82 a.u. for a free U41 ion.24 In the relativistic~REL! estimation, each contribution of th
hyperfine field is calculated from Eq.~13! by using ^r l

23&56.164 a.u., ^r sC
23&57.105 a.u., or^r s

23&
520.431 a.u. The values ofHcore are estimated from the experimental results of Pu0, Pu31, Am0, and
Am21 Mössbauer measurements~Refs. 25 and 26!, assuming that the total density of unpaireds spins
induced by 5f spin polarization is constant per 5f electron for the entire actinide series.

HJ
orb HJ

sC HJ
s HJ AJ /gJ Hcore Ahf /gJ

~T! ~T! ~T! ~T! (T/mB) ~T! (T/mB)

NREL calculation
U41 472 44 – 516 161 ;48 ;176
REL calculation
U41 370.4 41.2 4 415.6 129.9 ;48 ;145
Experiment (U41) – – – – – – 14562 (UO2)
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tronic state in the crystalline field. In general, the princip
component of the EFG is a sum of several contributions.
UO2, we can write

eq5eq5 f~12R5 f !1eqlattice~12g`!1eq8. ~17!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~17! represents
the contribution to the EFG produced by 5f electrons and
R5 f is the Sternheimer factor27 which describes the modifi
cation of the EFG by the inner electrons. The second te
represents the contribution from charged sites andg` is the
corresponding Sternheimer factor. The last term gives
EFG from bonding orbitals if the 5f electrons participate in
bonding. The small transferred hyperfine field at the oxyg
sites indicates that participation in bonding by the 5f elec-
trons is minor. Thus, in the discussion below, we neglect
last term in Eq.~17!.

The principal EFG componenteq5 f produced by 5f elec-
trons for a free ion is given by22

eq5 f52eaJ^r q
23&^cu3Jz

22J~J11!uc&, ~18!

where aJ is a reduced matrix element tabulated by Ellio
and Stevens,28 ^r q

23& is an effective radial parameter for th
nuclear electric quadrupole interaction, and^cuVuc& repre-
sents the diagonal matrix element of operatorV for the Hund
stateuc&. Equation~18! means that we can get the expec
tion value of the 5f quadrupole tensorO2

053Jz
22J(J11)

by measuring the235U nuclear quadrupole splitting. Also fo
the EFG produced by 5f electrons under a crystalline field
we can obtain a formula similar to Eq.~18!. In the case of the
G5 triplet for J54, eq5 f is given by the following formula
with fictious spinS̃51:22

eq52eaJ^r q
23&^1̃u3S̃z

22S̃~S̃11!u1̃&

3^1̃u3Jz
22J~J11!u1̃&, ~19!

where taking the crystalline axis of the cube as the quant
tion axis u1̃& is expressed by

u1̃&5
1

A8
~A7uJz53&2uJz521&), ~20!
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and taking the threefold axis of the cube as the quantiza
axis

u1̃&5
1

3A6
~ uJz522&15uJz51&22A7uJz54&). ~21!

Using the numerical valuêr q
23&56.249 a.u. with the rela-

tivistic corrections,23,25 the EFG under the crystalline field i
evaluated to be 8.28931022 V/m2 by taking the threefold
axis of the cube as the axis of quantization, because magn
moments should be parallel tô111& in the 3k structure as
discussed in Sec. IV B. Then, assuming the Sternheimer
tor as 0.3560.1, estimated for a 5f 1 state,29 we obtain the
nuclear electric quadrupole interaction in theG5 state in-
duced by magnetic ordering:

e2q5fQ

h
~12R5 f !5534682 MHz, ~22!

which is of the same order as the observed nuclear ele
quadrupole interaction of 192 MHz foru50 or 396 MHz for
u5p/2 in Eq. ~4!. Here, u50 is more likely because the
symmetry axis should be determined by the direction
magnetic moments, considering the EFG induced by m
netic ordering. As a result, the EFG produced by thef
electrons should be one of the major contributions at
235U sites. In addition, we should note that the second te
in Eq. ~17! can be also comparable with the first term by
large antishielding factorg`;2100 for heavy ions30 al-
though theeqlattice is two orders of magnitude lower tha
eq5 f . Using g`52150 for Am,25 the second term
e2qlatticeQ(12g`)/h is estimated to be a negative valu
2250 MHz, from a point charge approximation for the 3k
distortions. Thus, the total EFG is evaluated as;280 MHz,
which agrees reasonably with the observed value. In s
mary, the observed EFG at the235U sites can be explained
by a sum of the contributions from an axially symmetric 5f
wave function and from the JT distortion which gives rise
an axially symmetric EFG. In the next section, we discu
the JT distortions in more detail on the basis of the17O NMR
results because the EFG at the17O sites is dominated by only
a contribution from the second term in Eq.~17!.
4-8
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B. Magnetic ordering and Jahn-Teller distortion

According to the neutron scattering experiments, the m
netic structure of UO2 is a multi-k (2k or 3k) structure with
a displacement of the oxygen atoms from their equilibriu
position.6,10–12 In this study, the JT distortion is clearly ob
served just belowTN through the appearance of the EFG
the 17O sites, which should be mainly due to the lattice d
tortion term in Eq.~17!. In this section, we discuss the ma
netic structure and the JT distortion of UO2 from the point of
view of the 17O NMR experiments. Our results are as fo
lows:

~1! H int50.7460.02 T below 16 K,
~2! nQ59.360.2 kHz below 16 K,
~3! H int / /VZZ ,
~4! EFG tensor at the17O sites is axial (h50),

where h5(VYY2VXX)/VZZ and (X,Y,Z) are the principal
axes of the EFG tensorV at the 17O sites. In Fig. 1, the 3k
structure has a threefold rotation axis at each oxygen
while the distortion in the 2k structure is orthorhombic. Con
sidering the symmetry of the lattice distortion, the observ
axially symmetric EFG tensor indicates that the 3k structure
is realized. In order to verify the 3k structure in more detail
we calculated the classical dipolar field and the EFG ten
due to lattice charges.

First, the classical dipolar field at the oxygen atoms
given by

^Hdip
i &5(

j
3
^mj&•r i j

r i j
5

2
^mj&

r i j
3

, ~23!

where^mj& is the time average of the electronic spin mome
at the j th atom at distancer i j from the i th atom. The dipolar
field is calculated by summation over 20 unit cells for ea
case of the 2k and 3k structure in Fig. 1. Here, we neglec
the lattice distortion, because the small displacement of
oxygen atoms by 0.014 Å does not affect the magnitude
direction of the internal field. Using the ordered mome
1.74mB , dipolar fields at the oxygen sites are estimated to
about 0.42 T for both structures, which is comparable to
experimental value. The direction of^Hdip

i & is represented in
Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. For the 2k structure,^Hdip

i & points
along thê 101& directions of the cubic unit cell, whereas fo
the 3k structure it points along thê111& directions.

Next, we have calculated the EFG tensor at the oxy
sites for the 2k and the 3k structures in a point charge ap
proximation. For the oxygen ions with closed electron she
the EFG should be mainly due to surrounding lattice charg
Since the oxygen sites have cubic local symmetry in
paramagnetic state, the observed EFG in the AFM state
dicates the appearance of a lattice distortion. The EFG te
Vmn produced by an ion of chargeZe at r can be written

Vmn5
Ze~3r mr n2r 2dmn!

r 5
, ~24!

where we takem andn to represent the cubic axes. The EF
tensor is calculated from a summation over 20 unit cells.
determine the principal axis of the EFG tensor by diagon
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izing the calculated one. When the principal component
the EFG tensor is defined asuVZZu>uVYYu>uVXXu, we get
for the ~1/4,1/4,1/4! oxygen site with a displacement o
0.014 Å in the 2k structure,

VXX520.0331019 V/m2,

VYY522.7531019 V/m2, ~25!

VZZ52.7831019 V/m2,

where X5(0,1,0), Y5(1/A2)(1,0,21), and Z5(1/A2)
(21,0,21). In the 3k structure, we get

VXX521.6131019 V/m2,

VYY521.6131019 V/m2, ~26!

VZZ53.2131019 V/m2,

where X5(1/A6)(22,1,1), Y5(1/A2)(0,1,21), and Z
5(1/A3)(1,1,1). In these calculations we neglect the EF
produced by neighboring oxygen ions because it
;1016 V/m2. As seen in Fig. 11, theZ axes at the~1/4,
1/4,1/4! oxygen sites for the 2k and 3k structures are the

FIG. 10. The~001! projections of the fluorite structure for th
2k and the 3k structures. The dipolar fields at the oxygen atom
point along thê 101& directions for the 2k structure and along the
^111& directions for the 3k structure.

FIG. 11. The principal axis of the EFG tensor~the XYZ frame!
at a ~1/4, 1/4, 1/4! oxygen site. The (x,y,z) frame is taken for the
cubic crystalline axis.
4-9
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(1̄01̄) and ~111! directions, respectively. In the same wa
we can calculate the EFG tensors for all eight oxygen s
equivalent to~1/4,1/4,1/4! and (1/4,1/4,21/4). TheZ axes
for these oxygen sites occupy all four^101& directions for
the 2k structure and all eight̂111& directions for the 3k
structure. For the correct evaluation of the EFG tensor,
needs to consider the Sternheimer antishielding factorg` in
Eq. ~17!.27 The EFG tensor components can therefore
written VZZ(12g`). In this analysis, however, we ignor
the antishielding effect, because it does not affect the de
mination of the principal axis of the EFG tensor. Then, t
quadrupole frequency and the asymmetry parameter for
2k structure are evaluated to be

nQ52.6 kHz ~ZiHdip!,
~27!

h.1,

and for the 3k structure,

nQ53.0 kHz ~ZiHdip!,
~28!

h50,

where we use22.6310230 m2 as the nuclear quadrupol
moment of the17O nucleus. In both cases of multi-k struc-
tures, the amplitude of the calculated EFG is comparabl
the experimental value@result ~2!#, and the experimental re
sult ~3! is also fulfilled. From the asymmetry parameter
result ~4!, however, the 2k structure is excluded and the 3k
structure is the more likely of the proposed multi-k struc-
tures.

C. Low-energy excitations

Interacting with nuclear spins as a result of hyperfine c
pling, spin waves~or magnons! can be scattered by nuclea
spins, as well as absorbed and emitted by them; finally, s
waves can be converted into lattice vibrations~phonons!.
Thus the relaxation process caused by fluctuating local fi
at the nucleus gives us important knowledge on spin-w
excitations. Direct processes, in which the nuclear spin
flipped and a spin wave is absorbed or emitted, are usu
unimportant because of energy conservation. However,
man processes, in which the nuclear spin flip arises from
absorption of a spin wave of energy\vk and the simulta-
neous emission of another spin wave of energy\vk8 , as
u\vk2\vk8u is equal to the nuclear Zeeman energy, can
a major contribution in the relaxation process. TheT depen-
dence ofT1

21 due to two-magnon Raman processes is
pressed in the small-k approximation by T1

21}T3 and
T2exp(2TAE /T) for T@TAE and T!TAE , respectively,31

wherekBTAE is the initial gap in the spin-wave spectrum. F
T!TAE , the gap has a pronounced effect. This characte
T!TAE is also expected for processes with the participat
of three or more magnons. In UO2, however, theT depen-
dence ofT1

21 between 4.2 and 25 K shows aT7 behavior
over six orders of the magnitude as seen in Fig. 3. Since
energy gap is estimated as about 28 K from the spin-w
spectrum,7 this T7 behavior is in the region ofT,TAE . Here,
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we notice that a quasiphonon branch observed by Cow
and Dolling7 has no gap in the dispersion,E;uku. In general,
relaxation processes due to phonon excitations are domi
only for quadrupole relaxation which arises from the inte
action between the nuclear quadrupole moments and fluc
tions in the EFG. In the case of UO2, the quadrupole relax-
ation due to pure phonon excitations is unlikely, becau
recovery curves at the235U sites can be fit by a multiexpo
nential function characteristic of magnetic relaxation p
cesses@Eq. ~3!#. It is known that coupling between spin
wave and phonon modes mixes spin-wave character into
phonons and thereby allows the phonons to induce magn
processes directly. This quasiphonon branch might be
ticularly important for the magnetic relaxation process aT
!TAE . The relaxation rate due to Raman processes of
mixed magnon-phonon modes is theoretically given asT1

21

}T7 for T!TAE ,32 which agrees with the experimental re
sult. This would be closely related with the strong sp
lattice interaction which causes the first-order phase tra
tion of UO2.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to investigate the exotic properties of quadrupo
ordering, we need experimental techniques to probef qua-
drupoles~or f wave functions! directly as well as lattice dis-
tortions. Direct observation of235U NMR is a powerful tech-
nique to determine the local symmetry of 5f wave functions.
In the long history of NMR studies, however,235U NMR had
never been observed in solids. As a first step, we succee
in observing 235U NMR in UO2. Important factors for this
observation were the presence of a large hyperfine field a
long relaxation time in the AFM state, and use of a 93
235U-enriched sample. This means that we can observe235U
NMR by selecting an appropriate material and using samp
enriched with235U, although the nuclear magnetic mome
is very small and the relaxation time will in many instanc
be too short.

We have measured the magnetic hyperfine interaction
the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction produced byf
electrons, and confirmed that these can be successfully
mated from the numerical value of^r 23& for a free U41 ion.
Like for 4f series, the main contribution to the magne
hyperfine field arises from the orbital magnetic mome
However, since the calculated orbital hyperfine field for
free U41 ion is comparable with that for a free U31 ion, it
will be difficult to distinguish the valence of a uranium io
from magnetic hyperfine measurements. Alternatively,
nuclear electric quadrupole interaction is expected to be v
sensitive to the interaction of orbitals with the crystallin
field. In the magnetic ordered state of UO2 we observed an
axially symmetric EFG, which indicates the presence of
uniaxial 5f wave function induced by magnetic ordering
well as the lattice distortions.

Below the transition temperature of UO2, we observed
oscillatory 17O spin-echo modulation owing to the presen
of an axially symmetric EFG at the oxygen sites and
internal field parallel to the symmetry axis. By analyzing t
symmetry of possible lattice distortions, we have conclud
4-10
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that the 3k structure is the most likely of the magnetic stru
tures proposed by the neutron scattering experiments.
application of spin-echo modulation effect can be useful
NMR studies of a JT distortion in magnetic ordered stat
The appearance of lattice distortion just below the AFM tra
sition temperature is also clearly observed by this method
addition, theT7 dependence ofT1

21 in the AFM state for
both 17O and 235U suggests the presence of a quasiphon
branch of 5f magnons due to strong magnon-phonon c
pling, as measured by Cowley and Dolling.7

Finally, we note that this study shows the advantages
NMR experiments, that is, that microscopic properties can
selectively discussed for each site in a given compound
235U NMR experiments we have directly detected local
formation with respect to the 5f wave functions, and in17O
B
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NMR experiments we have obtained spatial informati
about the magnetic structure and the JT distortion thro
the internal field and the EFG produced by surrounding U41

and O22 ions.
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